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Accelerated expansion of the Universe

Nobel Prize in Physics 2011 

Supernovae data 
Suzuki et al. 2012

Modified Gravity?Dark Energy? 
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Cosmological constant

• ΛCDM model provides the best fit for     

cosmological observations

• ΛCDM model is based on GTR for description 

of gravity in the Universe on large scales

• ΛCDM model has:

- fine tuning problem

- coincidence problem 

• Λ → “concordance” ΛCDM model
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Dynamical scalar field φCDM models

The equation of state parameter

ΛCDM  model φCDM  models
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Phantom and quintessence φCDM models
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Quintessence

 Spatially uniform dynamical scalar field

 Slowly rolls down to the minimum of its almost flat potential

 This model avoids the fine tuning  problem

 Plays a role of the time-dependent cosmological constant

Vacuum Energy
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Subdivision of the quintessence models 

• thawing models 
for which the evolution of the 

scalar field is fast compared to 

the Hubble expansion:

• freezing (tracking)  models
for which the evolution  is slow 

compared to the Hubble expansion:

- underdamped

- overdamped
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Ratra-Peebles potential

The Ratra-Peebles potential:

Model  parameters:
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Ratra-Peebles φCDM model

• The first Friedmann equation

• The scalar field equation

• The scalar field density parameter

• The energy density of the scalar field  

• The pressure of the scalar field  

• The equation of  state  parameter

• We consider the flat universe 10



Equations and initial conditions for background dynamics 
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• We solved the system of the equations:

• The initial conditions:



Background dynamics
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Background dynamics
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Hubble expansion of the Universe
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Dynamics and energy components of the Universe 
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How does the quintessence model affect
the large-scale structure in the Universe?
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Growth of the matter density fluctuations
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The evolution of the large-scale structure growth rate
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Constraints from the growth rate data
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Constraints from the BAO data

Angular diameter distance:

Distance scale:

The addition of the BAO data and distance prior from CMB broke the degeneracy:
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MCMC analysis with upcoming DESI data
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Mass Varying Neutrino Model
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MaVaN model
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Saddle point approximation

• Path integral

• The total thermodynamic potential

• Conditions for the minimum of the total thermodynamic potential at equilibrium
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Saddle point approximation for the Ratra-Peebles potential

• The total potential

• Conditions of minimum

Mass equation:
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Massless neutrinos

• Dirac fermions,     

• Fermi distribution function

• Fermionic density

• Fermionic pressure
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Equations for the neutrinos - DE fluid after the critical point

• The total potential

• The first Friedmann equation

• The scalar field equation

• The neutrino-scalar field fluid density parameter

• The energy density of the neutrino-scalar field fluid

• The pressure of the of the neutrino-scalar field fluid
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Values of the scale factor at the critical point and the 
neutrinos mass depending on the parameter α

With increase in the value of the model parameter α, the value of the scale factor at the critical point 

decreases, that is, the moment of the neutrino non-relativization occurs earlier.
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Evolution of the neutrino mass in the MAVAN model

With an increase in the value of the model parameter α, the value of the initial neutrino 

mass and, accordingly, the value of the neutrino mass increases for all scale factors up to 

the present epoch. 29



The evolution of the Hubble parameter in the MAVAN model

With increase in the value of the α parameter, the expansion of the Universe occurs faster.
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Evolution of the density parameters for the matter and DE-neutrinos fluid
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Evolution of the EoS parameter  for the DE-neutrinos fluid
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Conclusion

Scalar field φCDM models

The scalar field φCDM model differs from the ΛCDM model in a number of characteristics, which are generic 
for this model. 

- In the scalar field model, 

• the expansion rate of the Universe is always faster than in the ΛCDM model, and

• the DE dominated epoch sets in earlier than in the ΛCDM model

- The scalar field φCDM model predicts a slower large-scale structure growth rate in the  

Universe than in the ΛCDM model. 

Mass Varying Neutrino model

Studying the interaction of the fermionic field and the scalar field with the Ratra-Peebles potential, we found 
that with increase in the value of the parameter α, that is with strengthening of the scalar field:

• The moment of the neutrinos non-relativization occurs earlier

• The value of the initial neutrino mass and, accordingly, the value of the neutrino mass increases for all 
scale factors up to the present epoch

• The expansion of the Universe occurs faster. 33



Thank You for Attention!
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